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Explicit formulas for correlation functions
of ground states of the 1 dimensional XY model
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Ann. Inst. Henri Poincare,

Vol. 45, n° 1, 1986, Physique theorique

ABSTRACT. - We consider the odd correlation functions of pure ground
states for the 1 dimensional XY model. A reduction formula is proved.
1 and 2 point functions are computed explicitly.

RESUME. - On considere les fonctions de correlation impaires des etats
fondamentaux purs pour Ie modele XY sur un reseau a 1 dimension. On
demontre une formule de reduction. On calcule aussi les fonctions de
correlation a 1 point et a 2 points.

91. INTRODUCTION

The structure of ground state representations of the XY model on a
1 dimensional lattice is analyzed in [1 ].
The Hamiltonian is specified by two parameters ~, and y :

where (a = x, y, z) are Pauli spin matrices located on each lattice site i.

It defines the time automorphism at of the C* algebra j~ generated
by 6a1~ (i E Z a = ~ y, z).
The time automorphism at has a Z2 symmetry i. e. it commutes with

the automorphism e determined by

The algebra j~ is graded by 0:
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50 TAKU MATSUI

The number of pure ground states is

In the case ii) pure ground states are denoted by 
They are translationally invariant but E&#x3E; symmetry is broken.

In the case iii) there are pure ground states which are limits of 
for the case ii). In addition, two other mutually disjoint ground state
representations, with two families of soliton-like ground states, exist.

(The soliton-like states are product states of the spin algebra, so corre-
lation functions can be immediately computed.)
The purpose of this note is to give an explicit formula for correlation

functions corresponding to namely we give a reduction formula for
odd correlation functions and compute the 1 point functions.
Note that even correlation functions can be immediately computed

from 2 point functions as a quasifree state.
The 2 point functions are also explicitely given.

§ 2. NOTATIONS

To describe our results, we introduce the CAR elgebra and the Jor-
dan Wigner transformation (on a two sided infinite chain).

Let e - be an automorphism of ~ determined by

~ is the crossed product of d by this ~2 action (0~- = id.), i. e. j~ is

generated by A and a selfadjoint unitary T satisfying

Fermion creation and anihilation operators are introduced as follows :
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51EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF GROUND STATES

where

They satisfy the CAR (canonical anticommutation relations).
The ground state of the XY model is described in terms of a non gauge-

invariant Fock state of the CAR. Thus we use the self dual formalism of CAR

algebra :

Let r( )==[2014) where the bar denotes complex conjugation, then
B*(h) = B(rh).
ACAR is the C* subalgebra of generated by B(h), hE K.
A Fock state (pE of ACAR is determined by any projection E having

the property rEr == 1 - E via characterization

Let U be a unitary operator of K satisfying rur = U.
The Bogoliubov automorphism (Xu is defined by

e - has a natural extension to j~ by 0 -(T) = T and its restriction to j~~
is a Bogoliubov automorphism :

The ground state of the XY model which is invariant under the lattice
translation and e is given by

for some basis projection E (cf. § 4).

Vol. 45, n° 1-1986.
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Note that A + c ACAR.
In the case ( ~, ~ I  1 and y 7~ 0, pure ground states are

Here QE is the GNS cyclic vector of the Fock state II is the GNS

representation and U(8 -) is a selfadjoint unitary of the Fock space which
implements 0- i. e.

§ 3. MAIN RESULTS

Our interest is in the odd correlation functions in the case ~, ~  1, y 7~ 0.
The 2n + 1 point functions

reduce to the 1 point functions ~p ± (6xj~) or by the reduction for-
mula which will be proved in § 5.
Note that with fj E (1 - E)K can be handled by the CAR and

O.

Reduction formula.
Set

and

where fj denotes the absence of fj.
We compute the 1 point functions by the cluster property of the 2 point

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique ~ theorique 



53EXPLICIT FORMULAS FOR CORRELATION FUNCTIONS OF GROUND STATES

functions, taking advantage of the translation invariance of ground o states i
They are " computed in section 6.

2 point functions.

Here X 1,k is a Toeplitz matrix whose entries are

1 point functions.

§4 FOCK STATES

We present here an explicit form of the basis projection E which specifies
the Fock state we need.
K = l2(7~) C l2(~) can be identified with L2(S1) C L2(S1) by the Fou-

rier transform. Then E is a multiplication operator

mod 27r denotes a point on S 1 and the 2 x 2 matrix refers to the
2 direct summands.)

Vol. 45, n° 1-1986.
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Then

If h E ((1 2014 E) A 0-.E0-.)K, ~ = satisfies the following equations:

or equivalently

The first equation of (4 . 5) is equivalent due to YY* = 1. If (4 . 6 b) is

satisfied, the g = Y f automatically satisfies both equations of (4 . 5) due
to Y*Y == 1 and e2 = 1.

Therefore we have only to solve (4 . 6 b).
Let p and q be mutually orthogonal projections such that ~-~=0_.

The equation (4 . 6 b) reduces to

The operator X is the product of a shift operator U or = 
1

for / ={./,-} E l2(~)) and a unitary W.

where W is a multiplication operator of the function

which has the winding number zero.
By the definition of U, p, and g,

Thus we are solving the following equations.

By the theory of T0153plitz operators (cf. [3 ]), qWq qW*q,pWp, andpW*p
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are invertible as operators If}’ &#x3E; 0, we obtain from (4.11)

where == ~1~. By (4.13) and (4.14), we have

Thus dim () _ EO _ n (1 1 - E) = 1.
The case ~’  0 is proved by the same way. Q. E. D.

2014 The proof of this lemma is suggested to the author by Pro-
fessor D. Evans.

§ 5. PROOF OF THE REDUCTION FORMULA

Since A = E0-(l - E)0- is a compact operator in the trace class by [1 ],
A restricted to the A invariant subspace ( 1- E /B 8 _ ( 1 - E)8 _ )K has a
norm strictly less than 1 and

On the other hand, the repeated use of (5.1) leads to

By splitting f i ==./1 + (E /B ~-(1 - and applying (5 . 2) for

Vol. 45, n° 1-1986.
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we obtain

We now use the total antisymmetry of [fl, ,f2k+ 1 ~~k~ (due to the CAR)
to write the first term of (5. 5) as

By the lemma proved above and the CAR (i. e. B(Eh)2 == 0 for 

So if we apply (5 . 3) again for (5 . 6) and substitute the resulting expression
into (5.4), we obtain the reduction formula (3.4).

§ 6. COMPUTATION OF 1 POINT FUNCTIONS

i ) 2 point functions.
The 2 point functions are directly computed from the quasifree property

of ~pE and

Then,

In terms of B(~) and B(~), ~xl ~6x’~, 6x1 ~6y’~ and are expressed
as follows for the case 7 &#x3E; 1.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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Next let us recall

where the summation is taken for all the permutations satisfying

(6 . 5 c) and (6 . 6) imply = 0. This is because the number of f k
appearing in B( ) of (6 . 5 c) is j while that of hk is j - 2, so that in each
summand of (6 . 6) always appears as a factor and (6 . 6)
is zero due to (6 . 3 a).
Next let us compute == ~(~c~)’
By (6 . 5 a), (6 . 6) and the CAR,

where gl = f or ~-~+2.
(6 . 3a) implies =A and = hk~ for some k’ and for all

k = 1, 2, 3, j - 1. So let q be the permutation defined by = p(2k), then

The last line of (6. 7) is equal to

where - the sum is taken over all the permutations of { 1, 2, j - 1 }. Then

This proves (3 . 5 a).
AsoB ~ -~ - 6Y is equivalent to y -~ - ;~, (3 . 5 a) implies (3 . 5 b).

ii) 1 point functions.
As are translationally invariant and pure

Vol. 45, n° 1-1986.
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As remarked above

(6.12) and (3 . 5 c) imply either ~p + (6x1 ~) or ~p + (6y1 ~~ must vanish. Now
we concentrate on the computation of (o~ ~) in the case y &#x3E; 0. The lefthand
side of (6.11) is the determinant of a Tcephtz operator. The limit can be
computed by an application of the following formula.

PROPOSITION 2. - Let X(8) be a periodic continuous function,
X(e + 2~c) = X(8), with X(0)! == 1 which is analytic as a function of ete.

Assume further X has the winding number zero, log X( 8) = ko = O.

(kn is the nth Fourier coefficient of log X(e).) "

~(X) denotes the multiplication operator of X(9) on L2( - yr, 7r), then

where detN A denotes the determinant of the restriction of A to the n dimen-
sional subspace spaned by eik03B8 k - 1, 2, 3, n.

Remark. 2014 The formula is known as the Szego’s formula for T0153plitz
determinants. The proof may be found in the chapter X of [4 ].
For our purpose,

If y &#x3E; 0, X(8) has the winding number zero,

Let 0:, [3 be the solutions of the following equation:

Then,

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincare - Physique ~ theorique 
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So we have

Note that ( a (, ( /3B (  1 for y &#x3E; 0.

Using a - 1 y a + /3 - - and Proposition 2 we obtain
+y +y

As a result

where we have taken the definition of (which depends on the choice
of an arbitrary sign in the definition of U(0-)) such that (6X’) &#x3E; 0.
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